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now, theres only one thing that nuendo could do better than it has in the past. theres no two-track multitrack sequencer in nuendo. and thats a shame, because that would make nuendo so much more useful as a multitrack editor. you can use the two-track view to manage different audio tracks, but that isnt going to make much sense if youve got 8
audio tracks. if you want to draw audio tracks into a nuendo mix, youll be presented with the option of drawing into a project, audio track or blank track. theres no mixing window, but there are some basic controls: three record tracks, one play track, a solo track and mute track. if you want to record a bus to a track, youll need to draw that bus into the

project first. you can choose to edit audio tracks on-screen, or you can export them to a different format if youd prefer. obviously, if you export the audio to a different format, then youll lose any audio that isnt on the export audio track. this is made much easier in nuendo 4, where the automation faders are given a little more context-sensitive
functionality. for example, the value of the fader is recorded to the end of the project automatically when you stop recording automation, which can save time. i dont use the mute automation feature very much, but i can see that it would be very useful in a track-based, midi-style workflow. for example, you might want to use an automation fader to

mute tracks while you are working on something else. in this case, you can use the automation faders to mute tracks while you are working on other stuff, and then when you come back to the tracks, the automation faders have recorded their mute status.
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in a nutshell, you can record any and all 32-bit vst plug-ins that are currently installed on your computer, using either the built-in nuendo
vst bridge or any third-party vst bridge, and once they are recorded, they can be transferred to nuendo as plug-ins in the plug-ins panel.
the window mode dialog is a new control panel that contains controls for all the project window types that were available in nuendo 1.5.x
(figure). as you can see, one of the newer window types is called workspace, which enables you to work on a number of projects at the
same time, while the others are window, view and tab. the window mode dialog is useful for getting an overview of the projects in the

current project window and gives you control over how the project windows are arranged. last but not least, nuendo now features a new
3d file format named stl, which stands for stereolithographic. this new file format can be loaded into nuendo from the studio and handles
3d curves and models better than the previous version. the main difference between the 3d stl file format and the other formats nuendo
uses is that it works with stl files and not with obj files. since nuendo 2.0.3 obj support has been dropped, so in order to open stl files, you
need to first convert them to obj files. the best way to do this is with the free meshifier add-on from software solutions and once the stl
files have been converted, they will be read and loaded into nuendo just like any other format. steinbergs philosophy seems to be that
there are some applications that, due to their nature, should be made for a specialist market. therefore, if theres a need for a specialist

application, then it gets developed, with the result that nuendo is well-designed and has all the functionality a professional needs.
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